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1. Introduction
The recognition problem tries to identify an object, called unknown or scene object, from a set
of objects in an object database, generally called models. The problem of positioning or
alignment solves the localization of an object in a scene with respect to a reference system
linked to the model of this object. One of the most common ways of solving this problem is
matching the unknown object on the corresponding object in the object database. Although
conceptually recognition and positioning are two different problems, in practice, especially
when only part of the object is available (i.e. partial view), they are closely related. If we can
align the unknown object precisely on one of the different objects in the database, we will
have solved not only positioning but also recognition.
In a general sense, an object recognition system finds objects in the real world from an image
of the world, using object models which are known a priori. There is a wide variety of
approaches that propose different solutions to recognize 3D objects. Most of them use
representation models based on geometrical features where the solution depends on the
feature matching procedure. The method we present in this work is concerned with the case
when only range data from a partial view of a given free-shaped object is available.
Recognition must be carried out by matching this range data of the partial view with of all
the possible views of every complete object in the stored object database. The resolution of
the problem is of real practical interest since it can be used in tasks with industrial robots,
mobile robot navigation, visual inspection, etc.
Regarding the kind of models used in the different approaches there are two fundamental
3D representation categories: object-based representation and view-centred representation.
The first tries to generate the model according to the appearance of the object from different
points of view, while the second creates models based on representative characteristics of
the objects. More detailed information on them will be included in next section.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 2 shows a short survey of recent and more
important works that could be considered closer to our work. Section 3 is devoted to make a
general description of the stages in which the proposed method is decomposed. The first
stage and the WCC feature, which is the key of our method, are studied in detail in section
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4. Some explanations of the two remaining stages are stated in section 5. Then, the main
experimental results of the method are analyzed in section 6, making special emphasis in the
high reduction rates achieved in the first stage. Section 7 states the conclusions of this work.

2. State of the art in 3D recognition methods
As it has been stated in the introduction, 3D recognition methods are highly dependent on
the type of chosen representation to model the considered objects. Anyway, all the existing
representation approaches belong to one of the two mentioned categories: view-centred
representation and object-based representation.
In view-centred representations each object is described in terms of several intensity images
taken from different points of view. They try to generate the object model according to the
appearance of the object from diverse viewing directions. Representation techniques using
aspect graphs or others using silhouettes, and mainly those methods based on principal
components, belong to this category. Examples of the last one can be found in (Campbell &
Flynn, 1999) of in (Skocaj & Leonardis, 2001).
Another view-based object recognition strategy is described in (Serratosa et al, 2003). They
use a Function-Described Graph (FDG) that gives a compact representation of a set of
attributed graphs corresponding to several views of polyhedral objects. Then the recognition
process can be accomplished by comparison between each model and the graph of the
unclassified object.
In the work of (Cyr & Kimia, 2004) the similarity between two views of the 3D object is
quantified by a metric that measures the distance between their corresponding 2D projected
shapes. A slightly different approach is proposed by (Liu et al., 2003), where the so called
Directional Histogram Model is defined and evaluated for those objects that have been
completely reconstructed.
Object-based representations try to model the object surface or the object volume by using
significant geometric features referred to a local coordinate system. Representations in this
category can be included in four major groups: curves and contours, axial, volumetric and
surface representations respectively. The method proposed in this work can be included in
the last group and, consequently, a more detailed analysis of the related techniques in this
group is exposed next.
(Chua & Jarvis, 1997) code surroundings information at a point of the surface through a
feature called Point Signature. Point signature encodes information on a 3D contour of a
point P of the surface. The contour is obtained by intersecting the surface of the object with a
sphere cantered on P. The information extracted consists on distances of the contour to a
reference plane fixed to it. So, a parametric curve is computed for every P and it is called
point signature. An index table, where each bin contains the list of indexes whose minimum
and maximum point signature values are common, is used for making correspondences.
(Johnson & Hebert, 1999) have been working with polygonal and regular meshes to
compare two objects through Spin Image concept. Spin image representation encodes
information not for a contour but for a region around a point P. Two geometrical values ( ,
) are defined for the points of a region and a 2D histogram, with and as coordinates, is
finally constructed.
In (Yamani & Farag, 2002) a representation that stores surface curvature information from
certain points produces images, called Surface Signatures, at these points. As a result of that,
a standard Euclidean distance to match objects is presented. Surface signature
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representation has several common points with spin image. In this case, surface curvature
information is extracted to produce 2D images called surface signature where 2D
coordinates correspond to other geometrical parameters related to local curvature.
The two last mentioned methods are halfway between the two basic categories since they do
not capture the appearance of the object from each point of view, but provide just a
characteristic measurement of the object. This is also our case since our basis will be
different measurements on the meshes or on the range data of the objects, calculated from
different points of view. In this particular direction is addressed the problem in (Adan &
Adan, 2004) where a shape similarity measure is introduced and applied. Nevertheless, this
solution does not solve satisfactorily the object recognition problem from real partial views,
which is the main purpose of our method.

3. Overall method: Functioning principle
The method presented in this work obtains effective database reduction by applying
sequentially different global characteristics calculated on the spherical meshes and the range
data of partial views (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Scheme of the different stages of the method for object recognition from partial views:
graphical representation.
In the first stage we use a new invariant that we call Weighted Cone-Curvature (WCC) to
determine a first approximation to the possible axes of vision from which this partial view
has been acquired. Discretization of the vision space is obtained by circumscribing a
spherical mesh around the model of the complete object. Each node in this mesh, together
with the origin of coordinates, defines the initial axes of vision around this model.
Therefore, determining the possible axes of vision from which the partial view has been
acquired is equivalent to selecting a set of nodes on the mesh and rejecting the others. It is
important to bear in mind that with this reduction what we are doing implicitly is a
reduction of the possible rotations that could be applied on the partial view to match it on
the model of the complete object.
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We will call the nodes obtained after this first step Ncc
i ⊂ N i , where N i are the initial nodes
of the spherical mesh circumscribed in the i-th object of the database. As is deduced from
the explanation, in this stage the number of models in the object database is not reduced.
Another invariant based on the principal components (eigen values + eigen vectors) of the
partial view and complete object range data will be applied in a second stage on the selected
nodes. After this features comparison a list for each of the objects in the database will be
created with the Ncc
i nodes ordered according to the error existing in the eigen values
comparison. This ordering in turn means that it is possible to identify which object has the
greatest probability of matching the partial view. At the end of this second stage a reduction
of the models in the object database is obtained together with the reduction of the nodes
determined in the previous stage. If we call the initial object database B, the base obtained
after comparing the eigen values will be Bpc ⊂ B , and the nodes for each object N ipc ⊂ Ncc
i .
The eigen vectors will allow a first approximation to be done to the rotation existing
between the partial view and each one of the objects of B pc , which will be used in the last
stage when the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm (Besl and Mckay, 1992) is applied. This
allows the matching to be done between the range data, and the convergence error of the
algorithm will indicate the object to which the partial view belongs.
The last two stages of the method are based on conventional techniques, whereas the first
one represents a novel way of dealing with this problem. Therefore, only this key stage of
the applied method will be explained with more detail in next section.

4. First stage: Robust determination of the point of view
This is the most important phase of our approach because of its novelty. As it has been
mentioned, the purpose of this stage in the overall recognition method is the estimation of
the possible points of view from which the given partial view of the object has been
acquired are estimated. For this task the new characteristic WCC, which is computed from
the partial spherical model, is proposed. The specific partial modelling technique applied is
not going to be explained in detail here, and a deeper analysis can be found in (Salamanca et
al., 2000). Nevertheless, some preliminary concepts must be introduced to present and
explain the power of this feature. First of all it must be said that the WCC feature is derived
from the previous concept of Cone-Curvature (CC) defined in (Adan & Adan, 2004). But CC
concept was originally introduced to represent complete models of objects and it is not
directly applicable to partial modeling. Therefore, before establishing a WCC definition it is
necessary to introduce the CC concept, and previous to it some spherical modeling basics
should be expressed.
CC concept is an invariant feature defined on Modeling Wave Models (MWM) (Adan et al.,
2000). These MWM were originally defined to represent complete models of objects. The
surface representation of a complete object is defined over a mesh TI of h nodes, being
h=ord(TI), with 3-connectivity relationship derived from the tessellation of the unit sphere.
Then TI is deformed in a controlled manner until it fits the available range data of the
complete object surface. This new mesh adjusted to the object surface is called TM. It has
exactly the same number h of nodes of the original tessellated sphere and is composed of
hexagonal or pentagonal patches. Then, several geometric features can be extracted from TM
and mapped into TI. In this way, models for all considered objects have the same number of
nodes and equal mesh topology.
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Let us call generically T to any of these meshes coming from the standard tessellated unit
sphere. To make easier the features mapping and the subsequent searching algorithms,
some others topological substructures can be defined around the standard mesh T. For
example, any node N of the total h can be considered as Initial Focus of a new topological
structure call Modeling Wave Set (MWS). This MWS is built from another simpler structure
called Modeling Wave (MW). And the last one is composed by a collection of samples of other
simpler structure called Wave Front (denoted as F).
In practical, given any initial focus N, its associated MW structure organizes the rest of the
nodes of the mesh in disjointed subsets following a new relationship. Each subset contains a
group of nodes spatially disposed over the sphere as a closed quasi-circle, resulting in
subsets that look like concentric rings on the sphere. Since this organization resembles the
shape of a wave, the name of Modeling Wave has been chosen to call it. With similar
reasoning, each of the disjointed ring-shaped subsets is known as Wave Front, and initial
node N is called Focus. Of course, the MW structure remains in T across the deformation
and fitting process, as it can be seen in Fig. 2.
From the previous ideas it can be deduced that any node of T may be focus and can generate
its own MW. Therefore h different MWs can be generated in a model, being the set formed
by these h MWs what constitutes the Modeling Wave Set.

Fig. 2. Left, the first seven consecutive WFs drawn over the standard unit sphere TI. Right,
fitted TM mesh (corresponding to a complete object) with several WFs plotted on it.
These substructures can be formally defined as follows:
Definition 1. Let N be any node of the tessellated sphere T, and let us call it Initial Focus.
Let Fj be the j-th Wave Front associated to the Initial Focus N, with j = 1 ... q-1. The
consecutive Wave Fronts verify the following construction law:
F 1 = {N }

F j + 1 = V (F j ) −

j −1

∪ Fm

(1)

∀j = 1,

,q − 1

(2)

m=1

where V represents the three-neighbour local relationship imposed by T.

Definition 2. Let MWN be the Modeling Wave with Initial focus N. MWN is a partition of the
tessellated sphere T integrated by the q consecutive Wave Fronts associated to the Initial Focus N, i.e.,
MWN = {F1, F2, ... , Fq}.
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It is important to notice that each node of the standard mesh together with its origin of
coordinates configures a different viewing direction. Therefore, each viewing direction has
associated a Modeling Wave. Fig. 3 shows two MWs on the tessellated sphere and the axes
of vision defined by the focus and the origin of coordinates in both cases.

Fig. 3. Representation of two Modeling Waves on the tessellated sphere. Each MW is
associated to a different point of view

Definition 3. We call Modeling Wave Set associated to T to the integration of all the Modeling
Waves that can be built from the nodes of T, i.e., MWS = {MW1, MW2, ... , MWh}, where MWi, i = 1
... h, is the Modeling Wave with the i-th node of T as Initial Focus.
In order to adapt the MWS representation to partial data we have developed a partial MWS
modeling procedure. Two half-spheres can be defined along the viewing direction; one in
front, called T1⁄2, and the other one at the back. The process is based on deforming the first
one half-sphere T1⁄2, while the second one is rejected. An approximation stage of T1⁄2 to the
normalized object data points and a posterior local regularization stage are performed in
order to get the deformed mesh to be as uniform as possible. The result is a set of nodes,
denoted generically as T’ instead of T, fixed to the surface data as much as possible. Fig. 4
illustrates some aspects of this procedure, but a more detailed explanation can be found at
(Salamanca et al., 2000).
Notice that now the number of nodes of each partial model is usually different to each
other and it is less than the number of nodes in the standard unit sphere, i.e. h’ = ord (T’) ≠
h. Contrary to complete model, the Modeling Wave structure appears broken in the
partial models. Consequently when part of the surface of an object is available we just
adapt the method taking the set of complete Wave Fronts that appears in the partial
model corresponding to the partial view. In fact, spherical features of an object must now
be calculated from its partial spherical model T', which has been created from the range
data of a given partial view. After the mentioned mesh adjustment process, the obtained
T’ mesh also has hexagonal or pentagonal patches. Each of the nodes of this mesh has a
connectivity of 3 except for those nodes that are in the contour with connectivity less than
3. Fig. 5 shows the intensity image of an object and the obtained spherical model for a
partial view of the object acquired from a given point of view. Partial mesh has now much
less nodes than the standard unit sphere. Contour nodes are drawn in red in the right half
of Fig.5.
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View Point
Ni

Pj

O

Fig. 4. Partial view modeling. Left above, T1⁄2 associated to normalized object data points.
Right above, approximation process. Bellow, partial model showing some broken WFs

Fig. 5. Intensity image of an object and spherical model for a partial view of the object.
4.1 Cone-Curvature. Concept, definitions and properties
Once the modeling structure has been created is time to compute discrete values of some
three-dimensional object features and storing them conveniently in the MWS structure. So, it
is possible to map global and local features of TM over TI considering 3-connectivity, like
discrete curvature measurements (Hebert et al., 1995), colour features, distance to the origin
of coordinates, etc. In this case, Cone-Curvature (CC) represents an intuitive feature based
on the MW structure taking into account the location of the WFs inside the model TM. In the
following formal definition of CC we will use generically T’ to call to the spherical mesh
because this definition is applicable both to complete and partial meshes.
Definition 4. Let N be Initial Focus on T’. We call j-th Cone Curvature α j of N to the angle of the
cone with vertex N whose surface is fitted to the j-th Wave Front of the Modeling Wave associated to
N. Formally:
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π

t

1 j
α = sign(F ) ∗ − ∑ γ ij
2 t j i =1
j

j

(3)

γ j i = ∠C j NN i , N i ∈ F j
where tj is the number of nodes of F j and C j is the barycentre of F j. The range of CC values is [-π/2,
π/2], being the sign assigned taking into account the relative location of O, C j, and N, where O is the
origin of the coordinate system fixed to T’ (see Fig. 6).
Given a focus N, there exists a set of wave fronts, q, which define the CCs for this focus {α1,
α2, α3, …αq} that provide complete information about the curvature of the surroundings of
N. Finally, q, which we call Front Order, can have values from 2 (case q = 1 does not make
sense) to the maximum number of fronts that the object has. As we want to work with
partial models, the maximum order corresponds to the higher complete Wave Front.

Fig. 6. Left, definition of the CC. Right, visualization of the CC for a node N
Next we will analyze several meaningful properties of CC on MWS models. These
properties can be summarized as: uniqueness, invariance to affine transformations
(translation, rotation and scaling), robustness and adaptability.
Fig. 7 plots a set of CCs {α1, α2, α3, …αq} q = 18, for different nodes of a mesh model. In this
case the locations of the nodes correspond to different areas in the mesh. Note that their CC

Fig. 7. Representation of CC ({α1, α2, α3, …αq}, q = 18), for the nodes N(1), N(7), N(32) and
N(61) of TM.
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distributions are very distant. Consequently different zones of an object can be represented
and recognized by a CC vector.
In Fig. 8 the mesh T’ has been coloured to represent the values of the CCs for different
orders (2, 8, 14 and 16). As it can be seen, there exists continuity in the colours of the mesh in
both cases: for the same order (i.e. between the nodes of a same mesh) and for different
orders (i.e. between the nodes of the different meshes). On the other hand, the change in
colour (equivalent to the change in the CC) is much less in the lower orders. This means that
high orders give poorer information than lower orders.
In order to demonstrate that CC is invariant to affine transformations Fig. 9 shows the CCs
after carrying out a set of random rotations, translations and scaling. Models and CC graphs
for five cases can be seen in it. Note that CC vectors suffer a little variation in all cases.

Cone-Curvature

Fig. 8. Representation in colour of the cone-curvatures in each mesh node for orders 2, 8, 14
and 16 (left to right and from top to bottom). A bar is also shown where the colours for the
maximum, mean and minimum cone-curvatures of the object can be seen.

Wave Front

Fig. 9. CCs for five free-form models obtained from rotation, translation and scaling of the
original range data. The invariance existing in this measurement can be seen.
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Cone-Curvature

Next property is concerning to the robustness of the CCs. In this case, a random noise has
been generated for each node proportional to the inter-node mean distance. Fig. 10 shows
the meshes and cone-curvatures for 0%, 5%, 10%, 25%, 50% and 100% of noise. The colour
used for drawing the meshes is the same colour as in the graphs of the CCs. In all these
graphs it can be seen that CCs remains invariant for normal noise levels.

Wave Front

Fig. 10. Representation of CCs with different levels of noise in the mesh (0%, 5%, 10%, 25%,
50% y 100%). The colour used of the meshes is the same as in the representation of CC.
Finally CC concept is flexible or adaptable in the next sense. As it has been said in previous
paragraphs the CC values depend on the depth level over the MW structure. So, different
combinations with respect to different criteria could be chosen for exploring an object
(model) through its CC. For instance, we can consider a wide range of criteria: explorations
for only one WF for low levels, for medium levels and for high levels. On the other hand we
can choose explorations using contiguous/discontiguous Wave Fronts throughout the
whole MW structure. This means that, using the object model and following different
criteria, a wide variety of parts of the object (or depth levels) can be chosen in order to
recognize an object. This property is obviously the key for performing further recognition
approaches in partial and occluded scenes as will be discussed in the next section.
4.2 Weighted Cone-Curvature (WCC)
In order to apply the CCs to the recognition of partial views several factors have to be
considered in advance:
1. The number of complete wave fronts in a partial view is variable.
2. The number of wave fronts can vary between a partial model and its corresponding
complete model.
3. The mean length of the internode distance is different for the partial model and the
complete model in the same object.
These questions imply that one-to-one comparison between the CCs of the same order
between the partial and total models could be inefficient. Therefore, we have used a more
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compact information from the CCs which reduces the dimensionality, replacing each CC
vector {α1, α2, α3, …αq} with a scalar that summarizes the information of q CCs. Thus each
node of a model has a single value associate and, consequently, an object is characterized by
h values, h being the number of nodes of the corresponding model. We call this feature
Weighted Cone-Curvature (WCC).
To evaluate quantitatively if the proposed reduction is possible, the correlation existing
between the CCs was calculated. This is shown in gray scale in Fig. 11 (white for high values
and black for low values), and it has been calculated as the mean value of all the correlation
coefficients of the meshes in the database. From analysis of the figure, and as we had
envisaged, it can be concluded that there is a high correlation between fronts of near orders,
which increases as this order increases.

Fig. 11. Illustration of the correlation existing between the Cone-Curvatures of the wave
fronts of orders 2 to 18 in the database.
If we denote the WCC for each N'∈T' as cw, the linear combination will be:
q

c = ∑ v jα j
w

(4)

j =1

where vj are the coordinates of the eigen vector associated with the eigen value of greater
value of the covariance matrix for the q initial variables.
This eigen vector was determined empirically by evaluating the principal components on
the Cone-Curvatures of all the mesh nodes. As regards the orders considered, we studied
three possibilities:
1. Wave fronts from q = 2 to q = 18.
2. Wave fronts from q = 4 to q = 18.
3. Wave fronts from q = 4 to q = 9.
Fig. 12 represents, for the object that we are analyzing, the WCCs in the three cases, plotted
over the object mesh and using a colour code to express the range from negative to positive
values. We can see that the WCCs for the first and second cases are very similar.
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Fig. 12. Representation in colour of the WCCs of each mesh node for cases (1), (2) and (3)
(left to right). A bar is shown where the colours can be seen for the maximum, mean and
minimum WCCs of the object.
4.3 Application of WCC to partial views recognition
WCCs allow us to carry out a selection of regions on a complete object model that can be
similar to a specific region of the scene. For this selection, an error measurement between
scene and model is defined as follows:
Definition 5. Let N'∈T' be the node of the partial mesh T' which is the nearest to the axis of vision.
The error or distance of comparison of weighted cone-curvatures for each N∈Ti , where Ti is the i-th
total model of the object database is defined as:

( )

e j ( N ) = c w ' ( N ') − c w N j

(5)

where the subscript j extends from 1 to the maximum number of nodes existing in Ti and
|•| represents the absolute value.
The fact of conditioning the reduction of nodes around Ti to just one measurement of error
can cause significant errors in this reduction. Therefore, in order to reinforce the reduction,
for each N∈Ti two errors will be measured. The first will consider the WCC’s to the furthest
fronts generated from N'. We will call this error deep error and give it the symbol e pj ( N ) .
The second will consider the nearest fronts generated from N'. This time we will call the
error superficial error and give it the symbol e sj ( N ) .
In both instances a set of errors equal to the number of nodes existing in Ti is obtained, and
from these errors the nodes Ncc
i of the mesh that will be passed to the next stage of the
algorithm will be determined. If we call N p to the set of nodes of Ti with less eip values, and
N s to the set of nodes of Ti with less eis values, Ncc
i will be:
p
s
Ncc
i = N ∪N

(6)

5. Principal components and ICP stages
In this section the last two stages of the recognition algorithm will be commented on for
matching the partial views on complete models. These are the principal components and
ICP stages. In the principal components stage the method proposed is based on calculating
the principal components on the range data that we employed to obtain the model T' used
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in the previous stage. If we call these data X, the principal components are defined as the
eigen values and eigen vectors {(λi , ei ) i = 1, , m} of the covariance matrix.
The eigen values are invariant to rotations and displacements and the eigen vectors to
displacements. The eigen vectors conform a reference system linked to the data. This means
that the eigen values can be used to evaluate what part of the range data of the complete
model correspond to the scene, and the eigen vectors to calculate a first approximation to
the transformation of the partial data to be matched on the total data. This approximation
will only reflect the rotation sub matrix of the total transformation, since the origins of the
two frames will coincide.
To apply this technique it is necessary to evaluate, before the recognition process, all the
possibly existing partial views on the range data of the complete object. For this, the space of
the possible points of view existing around the object was discretized, and a method was
developed for generating virtual partial views (VPV) based on the z-buffer algorithm. From
each of these VPV their principal components will be calculated and used in the matching
stage as explained earlier.
Comparison of the eigen values gives information about the possible areas where the partial
view can be matched, but this information is global and, as we have said, only gives
information about the rotation.
Thus it will be necessary to do a final calculation stage to refine the matching and to
calculate the definitive transformation. For this we will use the ICP algorithm on a number
of possible candidates marked in the eigen value comparison stage. The ICP must start from
an approximation to the initial transformation, which in our case corresponds to the
transformation given in the matching of the eigen vectors. The ending error in the ICP
algorithm will measure the exactness of the definitive transformation and the correctness of
the area where the view will be matched.
The comparison of the eigen values of the partial view and the virtual partial views is done
by measuring an index of error given in the following expression:
eipc ( N ) = Λ iv ( N ) − Λ r

(7)

v
where N ∈ N cc
i is the node from where we generated the VPV, Λ i ( N ) is the vector formed
by the eigen values of the VPV generated from the node N of the i-th object of the object
database (i=1,..., K), Λ r = {λ1r , λ2r , λ3r } is the vector formed by the eigen values of the real
partial view and ║•║is the Euclidean distance.
After the error has been calculated for all the Ncc
i nodes and all the objects in the object
pc
database, we obtain a list of these errors, ei (i=1,..., K), ordered from least to great. If we
compare the first error (least error for a set object) in all the lists, an ordering of the different
objects in the object database will be obtained. Thus in the last stage we can apply the ICP
algorithm on a subset of the object database, just Bpc , and for each of the objects using the
transformations associated with the subset of nodes that have produced these errors.
For the resolution of the ICP it is necessary to determine an approximation to the
transformation matrix R 1 , between the partial view and the object in the object database. It
is determined by applying the Horn method (Horn, 1988). This is calculated bearing in mind
that the eigen vectors are orthonormal, and therefore:
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R 1 = Er (Eiv ( N ))−1 = Er (Eiv ( N ))T

(8)

where Eiv ( N ) are the eigen vectors of the VPV generated from N ∈ N pc of the i-th model of
the object database Bpc , and Er are the eigen vectors of the partial view.

6. Experimental results
The method presented in this work has been tested over a set of 20 objects. Range data of
these objects have been acquired by means of a range sensor which provides an average
resolution of approximately 1 mm. Real size of the used objects goes from 5 to 10 cm. height
and there are both polyhedral shaped and free form objects (see Fig. 13). MWS models have
been built by deforming a tessellated sphere with h=1280 nodes.

Fig. 13. Image of the objects used in the test of the algorithm.
The recognition was done for three partial views per object, except in one of them where
after the determination of its partial model it was seen that it did not have enough wave
fronts to be able to compare the weighted cone-curvatures. This means that recognition was
done on a total of 59 partial models. The success rate has been the 90%, what demonstrates
the validity of the method. The average computation time invested by the whole process
was 90 seconds, programmed over a Pentium 4 at 2.4 GHz. computer under Matlab
environment. A more detailed analysis of these results is next.
As it has been explained, in the first stage the weighted cone-curvatures of the partial model
were compared for a node with a maximum number of wave fronts. From this
comparison Ncc
i was determined (equation (6)). In the considered experiments, the
maximum value of the number of nodes that form the sets N p (deep search) and N s
(superficial search) was 32 each. Since the mesh used to obtain the complete model Ti was
1280, the minimum reduction of the space search in this stage was 95%. The reduction can
be even bigger as long as there are nodes coinciding in N p and N s . This step was carried out
for all the objects of the initial database B and took an average of 7.95 seconds.
Concerning the second stage, it started from these nodes and the eigen values were
compared, which allowed us to achieve the first reduction of the database ( Bpc database).
Reduction of the nodes obtained in the previous stage is also accomplished ( N ipc set). It was
determined experimentally that Bpc consists of approximately 35% of the objects of B and
N ipc of approximately 8% of the nodes of N cc per object, which represent very satisfactory
reduction rates of the stage. This process spent around 1 sec.
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Finally, the ICP algorithm was applied on seven objects (the mentioned 35% remaining in
the Bpc database) and three nodes (corresponding to the mentioned 8%) for each N ipc object.
As it can be deduced, most of the time invested by the algorithm was practically consumed
in this stage.

Fig. 14. Results obtained with several scenes of free-form objects without auto-occlusion

Fig. 15. Details of the process in a case of auto-occlusion. In (a) we can see the range data of
the complete object, in (b) the range data of the scene which we want to recognize, and the
result before (c) and after (d) ICP application.
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Fig. 14 shows the results obtained with several scenes consisting of free-form objects. In
these examples scene range data is superimposed to the complete object. Fig. 15 illustrates
details of this process in a case of auto-occlusion. Part (a) presents the range data of the
complete object, part (b) corresponds to range data of the scene, part (c) shows both range
data superimposed after the raw transformation obtained in the principal components stage
is applied and part (d) contains the final results after ICP algorithm application. Some plots
have been rotated to enhance data visualization.
Complementary tests of this recognition procedure have been carried out in slightly
different environments, for example in (Salamanca et al., 2007). Nevertheless, no significant
performance differences can be extracted from the analysis of the obtained results in all
these cases.

7. Conclusions
This work has described the experiences with a method for the recognition of free-form
objects from their partial views. The method is divided into three stages: Weighted ConeCurvatures stage, Principal Components stage, and ICP stage, being the first one the most
effective from the recognition point of view. Due to this fact and to the originality of the
handled features, this stage has been described in more detail in the chapter.
A new feature called Weighted Cone-Curvature is used in the first stage. This feature is
measured on the spherical model built from the object range data. Its definition and
application have been extended from the originally designed case of complete objects to the
more specific case when only partial viewing of the objects are available. By the way, and as
it has been stated, this has been the main objective of the present work. The basics of
spherical modeling have been included, as well as the method for computing the WCC in
complete and partial objects models. From the analysis of the WCC feature it has been
demonstrated that it exhibits very adequate properties for applying in recognition and
positioning tasks. These characteristics allow achieving important reductions in the number
of nodes that define the possible axes of vision from which the partial view has been
acquired. In fact, the experiments presented in this work have shown that the reduction rate
is, as minimum, of 95%, what means in practice a very significant reduction.
In the last two stages of the algorithm the definitive candidate is searched looking for the
best matching of the partial view with the candidates of the previous stages. In the first of
these two stages, the eigen values of the Principal Components of the partial view are
compared with those Principal Components virtually extracted from the complete models
just in the directions determined in the WCCs stage. By means of this stage we reduce again
the nodes that define the possible axes of vision and the original database. We also calculate,
from the eigen vectors of the Principal Components, a first approximation to the
transformation matrix between the partial view and the complete object. Finally, in the
second of these two stages, the ICP algorithm is applied and the selected candidate is chosen
as a function of the convergence error. The fine transformation matrix is also estimated at
this point.
The validity of the full method was proven with the recognition of 59 partial views in an object
database of 20 objects, both polyhedral and free-shaped. The global success rate was 90%.
In contrast, two minor limitations of the algorithm can be mentioned. In first place, the use
of spherical models restricts the applicability of the method since it does not allow coping
with objects with genus different to zero. Even more, the spherical modeling technique by
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itself is extremely complex. On the second hand, the time of execution of the algorithm is
high, which means that its application in real time systems is not possible. At this concern it
must be said that the algorithm it has been completely programmed in Matlab, what means
a significant slowing down in execution time. Nevertheless, all the algorithms using
representations like ours that have been mentioned in the introduction present this
limitation.
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